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ABSTRACT 

A new standard i.e. SVC-H.264 (Scalable Video Coding) is utilized in medical video compression. The Rate 

distortion performance and computational complexity is superior in H.264/AVC (Advanced Video Coding). In this 

paper evaluation and performance analysis of SVC has been analyzed. It uses Integer Wavelet transform to compress 

the medical video frames. SVC comprises scalability properties such as Temporal, Spatial and Fidelity. PSNR, 

Compression Ratio and MSE of the standard performance metrics are evaluated. H.264/SVC provides better 

compression than AVC. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The telemedicine permit medical amenities to formulate analysis to avoid the the need of doctor to be present 

(Pedersen, 2009). Ultrasound, MRI and CT scan are the tools for the aid of doctors to analysis and treat patients with 

swiftness and precision. More storage is required to store large size of medical videos. High resolution medical 

videos Transmission at a quicker rate poses a problem. Accessibility problem might be arised such as earthquake 

struck areas and flooded areas so as to utilize the Telemedicine in disaster ridden areas. The person is set to take 

video and upolad online for anaysing then the result will be send back. Compression does not produce any artifacts 

which is going to make wrong analysis and produces no loss of detail.  A new video compression standard i.e., 

H.264/SVC is utilized (Schwarz, 2007). The video make spatial resolution and reduced temporal, so that the SVC 

provides significant compression to improve the quality of video. A small amount of work has been done on the 

evaluation of medical videos using H.264/AVC (Yu, 2005). The SVC Performance analysis is better achieve high 

compression ratios (Wien, 2007). To analyse the commercial videos  to evaluate this standard according to the 

medical videos. 

 
Figure.1. Scalable Coding 

Integer Wavelet Transform: The wavelet change recognized more focus in the field of picture and video pressure. 

It gives massive forthcoming of finishing improved rate-twisting routine than customary DCT-based methodology 

(e.g., JPEG). The high computational many-sided quality is the real issue united with the wavelet picture pressure 

innovation. Albeit coasting point number-crunching is for all intents and purposes as brisk as whole number math. 

Reversibility is the advantage of utilizing whole number wavelets change. That is, the picture can be reproduced 

lossless since every one of the coefficients are put away without adjusting off mistakes.  

The lifting plan is another procedure for building number wavelet change. Bi-orthogonal wavelets developed 

by the lifting plan are distinguished as particularly encouraging channels for lossless/lossy picture pressure 

applications. The calculation many-sided quality is decreased the lifting plan by utilizing a component of two 

contrasted and conventional wavelet change calculations. With specific alterations, the comparing wavelet change 

can even be figured with just number expansion and movement operations which make the calculation considerably 

quicker. Moreover, the change is reversible which implies that it can be utilized for both lossless and lossy picture 

pressure. Besides, the converse wavelet change can be promptly found by fixing the operations of the forward change.  
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The reversible whole number wavelets are developed by the lifting plan, if the dynamic scope of the 

coefficients is inside of their comparing stuffed variant is a reversible change so that the nature of the remade pictures 

is the same as an unloaded change system. 

 
Figure.2. Bi-Orthogonal Wavelet   Transform filter bank 

Sub-band coding (SBC) is any type of change coding that breaks a sign into various distinctive recurrence 

groups and encodes every one freely. This decay is regularly the initial phase in information pressure for sound and 

video signals.  

The wavelet change is actualized with a channel bank Fig.2 portrays the general piece plan of an 1-D bi 

orthogonal wavelet change. SVC display differences in blends of the aforementioned three essential adaptability 

sorts. They are Temporal, spatial, loyalty. The union channels are included to reproduce the original signal. 

2. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Input: The medical CT scan video applying at input in SVC- H.264 to perform compression. So medical data sets 

for CT scan video frames following below. 

 
Figure.3. CT scan input video frames 

Output: The medicinal CT filter video applying at information in H.264/SVC for performing pressure. So 

therapeutic information sets for CT filter video outlines taking after beneath. 

 
Figure.4. CT scan output video frames. 

The medicinal CT filter video applying at information in H.264/SVC for performing pressure. So therapeutic 

information sets for CT filter video outlines taking after beneath. 

Examination of performance metrics for svc and h.264/avc: 

Table.1. Performance metrics are following below 

 AVC-H.264 Performance Metrics SVC-H.264 Performance Metrics 

CT Scan 

Video 

MSE PSNR MSE PSNR 

7.5 38 0.2 61.2 

The above table shows H.264/SVC performance is better than AVC.  

Frames Vs Mse 

 
Figure.5. Compressed video MSE output compared with existing system. 
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The yield of restorative video pressure has MSE quality is underneath 0.5 pixels. So there is no workable for 

blunder happened amid pressure. 

Frames Vs Psnr:  PSNR estimation of this proposed framework is above 60 contrasted with the current framework 

 
Figure.6. Compressed video PSNR yield contrasted and existing framework 

3. CONCLUSION  

The H.264/AVC expansion for SVC gives different apparatuses to diminishing the misfortune in coding 

effectiveness in respect to single layer coding in correlation to the versatile profiles of earlier video coding gauges. 

Exploratory results indicates proficient pressure by utilizing whole number wavelet change and assessed pressure 

proportion, PSNR (Peak sign to commotion proportion) and MSE (mean square mistake esteem) for compacted 

restorative recordings.  

Future Work: The yield of compacted medicinal recordings is encoded piece by square and apply into loyalty 

adaptable coding in SVC-H.264 for enhance the packed restorative quality in video and remaking the Temporal, 

Spatial, Fidelity adaptability from base layer into upgrade layer. 
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